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102 Health Club Industry Tips, Tricks & Ideas

Welcome to Club Solutions Magazine’s 102 Health Club Industry Tips, Tricks and Ideas issue!
Inside, you’ll find literally 102 profiles, facts, takeaways, pieces of advice and more spanning 26
categories.

Our hope is that this issue provides you with plenty of “tips, tricks and ideas” you can use
immediately, or in the near future. We chose categories based off of the key areas that affect
health clubs every single day, whether it’s risk management, operations, cleaning, aquatics and
much, much more. Enjoy!

What trends should you be paying attention to in aquatics? Newtown Athletic Club’s (NAC)
aquatics manager, Leah Alcott, shares the trends and ideas making a splash in the fitness
industry.

IDEA 001

Learntoswim lessons.

Trending in Aquatics
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“Swim lessons are essential to any successful aquatic facility. NAC facilitates the NAC Swim
School to meet this demand. Lessons range from parent and child classes, preschool classes,
learntoswim classes and even adult classes. As we head into warmer weather, this instructional
trend is especially pertinent to success for our members.”

IDEA 002

Master swim lessons.

“Newly added to our aquatic facility is a master
swim program. Postcollegiate programs are on
the rise, as adults not only want to stay in shape
and participate in a camaraderiefocused
program, but this also gives the ability to train for
events such as triathlons.”

IDEA 003

Youth summer swim leagues.

“Turning to the youth side of the spectrum, swim team is a fun, competitive and revenue
producing program. The ability to now offer the program yearround is a priority here at the NAC
— the competitive world has recently become much more rigorous and skilled. Children are now
stepping into the competitive world much younger and expect more skillsbased practice. This
trend is something that the NAC has seen and is now implementing.”

IDEA 004

Aquahab.

“Life expectancy is on the rise along with the importance of aging and wellness. To accommodate
this societal trend, NAC’s aquatic and fitness departments work together to offer a variety of
fitness and therapy classes ranging from Aqua Zumba to aqua arthritis classes. We are also
proud to announce the soontobe aqua therapy program here at NAC. Aquahab is an aquatic
based physical therapy program that focuses on the wellness and rehabilitation of our members.”

How your club is laid out architecturally and design wise can have a huge impact on your success.
With this in mind, Bryan Dunkelberger of S3 Design provided tips on club flow, where to focus
your renovation funds and more.

TIP 005

“Club flow is important. Have a clear
circulation path that allows members to circulate
through the club and see everything the club has
to offer. This encourages members to try things
they normally wouldn’t, while making it easier for
your sales team to present the club.”

TIP 006

“Spend money in areas where members
experience it every day and will appreciate it.
For example, the tile at sinks or showers, the reception desk, or in Group X studios.”

TIP 007

“You can never have enough storage — don’t cut it during the design process. This is
especially true with group exercise studios. Props around the perimeter make the space look
cluttered and can be dangerous. Give props and fitness accessories a home and your members
more space to workout in.”

Architecture: Go with the Flow
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TIP 008

“People find it uncomfortable to have lots of people walking behind them — therefore don’t put
the main circulation space behind the cardio equipment. Rather, put it in front of the cardio
equipment so that those using it can watch the people circulating around the club.”

TIP 009

“Being able to see the reception desk in front of you when you enter the club is good. Keeping
it clean and orderly is great. Having a smiling face behind it is perfect.”

Bruce A. Sherman, Ph.D., the president of GymValet/B & D Specialty Concepts, Inc., shares his
top cleaning advice.

IDEA 010

Equipment Cleaning in the HIIT Setting. “With the recent
emergence of boutique and small studio fitness facilities that
offer the fullspectrum of functional training — from CrossFit to
boot camp to HIIT — the “tools of the trade” have changed
from machines (cardio and strength) to functional (non
machine) training equipment. What seems to be overlooked in
the shift to functionalbased training is the ongoing need to
clean and sanitize the functional training equipment surfaces
— bars, handles, bags, balls, mats — before or after each
use. Higher intensity training specifically leads to higher energy expenditure and higher sweat
rates, and the continuous switching or swappingout of equipment increases the chance of user
touser transmission of germs and viruses, more so than ever. This is necessitating quick and
convenient access — within arm’s reach — to equipment sanitizing supplies, so each piece of
functional training equipment can be cleaned between each use, without disrupting the flow of the
exerciser and group.”

IDEA 011

Convenience, Effectiveness and Cost — And the Winner is… “The three most important
things to consider when installing a memberdriven equipment cleaning/sanitizing system are
convenience, effectiveness and cost. The most effective way to achieve consistent and effective
usertouser equipment cleaning/sanitizing is to place the sanitizing supplies as close to the
exerciser as possible, preferably on every — or at least every other — machine. Once you’ve
achieved “closeness,” consider the cost of the cleaning supplies that are provided; spray bottle
and towel cleaning will be the convenience, effectiveness and cost winner every time —
guaranteed.”

Bonus cleaning tips:

TIP 012

Retention Killer.  One of the most common causes of attrition in health clubs is uncleanliness.
Therefore, if you’re finding members are running out the door at a faster rate than you’re
comfortable with, take some time to evaluate if your gym’s cleanliness (or lack thereof) is playing
a factor. Hire someone with fresh eyes to do a walkthrough of your gym and report back the
areas they noticed could use some sprucingup.

TIP 013

Attack of the Germs.  FitRated.com conducted a study examining gym cleanliness, and found
alarming results surrounding certain pieces of gym cardio and strength equipment. “We
compared the bacteria levels we found on various gym equipment with the number of germs
typically found on everyday items. The average exercise bike harbors 39 times more bacteria
than a cafeteria tray. Typical free weights have 362 times more germs than a toilet seat. And the

The Dirty Business of Cleaning
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